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A Broadcasting Scheme Considering Units to Play
Continuous Media Data

Tomoki Yoshihisa, Masahiko Tsukamoto, and Shojiro Nishio

Abstract—Due to the recent proliferation of digital broadcasting
systems, various schemes for broadcasting continuous media data
such as music or movies have been studied. In general broad-
casting systems, since clients have to wait until their desired data
are broadcast, these schemes reduce the waiting time by dividing
the data into several segments of equal size. However, continuous
media data often have units for playing portions of the data. For
example, data encoded by MPEG2 can be played every GOP
(Group of Pictures). In this paper, we propose a scheme to reduce
the waiting time considering the units. Our proposed scheme
divides a continuous media data at every unit. By scheduling
divided data so that clients finish receiving a unit before starting
to play the unit, waiting time is effectively reduced.

Index Terms—Broadband communication, broadcasting, inter-
active TV, protocols, satellite broadcasting.

I. INTRODUCTION

BROADCASTING systems have recently been digitized.
Since the influence of noise on digital broadcasting is

fainter than that on analog broadcasting, there is room for
the system’s bandwidth to expand, e.g. up to approximately
24 Mbps [14]. Moreover, since it is easy for digital broadcasting
to multiplex data, many channels are available. Accordingly,
various schemes for delivering continuous media data such as
music or movies using attractive digital broadcasting systems
have been studied [1], [3]–[7], [9]–[13], [15], [16]. Detail is
explained in Section II. In general broadcasting systems, a
server broadcasts data repetitively. Although the server can
concurrently deliver the data to many clients, clients have to
wait until their desired data are broadcast. In continuous media
data broadcasting, it is usually postulated that clients can play
the data without any interruptions until the end of the data.
Hence, these schemes reduce clients’ waiting time under the
postulate.

Studies listed in the references usually assume that a client
can play data as soon as all the data is received. However, in
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many cases, clients can play the data after receiving units for
playing portions of the data. For example:

• A unit for playing data encoded by MPEG is a GOP (Group
of Pictures) [8]. Clients can play a GOP only after finishing
receiving the GOP.

• Continuous media data are often encoded using intra-frame
compression. In this case, a unit for playing data must be
a frame.

• In the case where data are encoded using inter-frame com-
pression, a unit for playing data must be a group of these
interconnected frames. MPEG is one of these cases.

Accordingly, clients must wait until a unit is received. This
problem cannot be solved only by artificially delaying the start
of playback by the largest size of units. Because a comparison
with conventional schemes, which are extended to wait the start
of playback, reveals that our proposed scheme gives shorter
waiting time than these extended conventional schemes.

In this paper, we propose a broadcasting scheme to reduce
waiting time considering units to play continuous media data.
By dividing data into each unit to be played, and scheduling
them so that clients finish receiving a unit before starting to play
the unit, our proposed scheme reduces the waiting time.

The remainder of this paper is as follows: In Section II, we
discuss related researches. We explain our proposed scheme in
Section III. We analyse the scheme in Section IV and evaluate
it in Section V. In Section VI, we discuss our proposed scheme
and, finally, we conclude the paper in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORKS

In continuous media data broadcasting, clients have to wait
until their desired data are broadcast. Accordingly, various
schemes have been proposed to reduce this waiting time. These
studies assume that a client can play the data as soon as it starts
receiving the data. Here, we introduce two major schemes for
continuous media data broadcasting.

The HB (Harmonic Broadcasting) scheme [6] divides
continuous media data into segments of equal size. Seg-
ments indicate divided data. Here we indicate segments by

, where the subscript increases along with time. In
addition, a segment is divided into sub-seg-
ments . Segments or sub-segments can be played
as soon as clients start receiving them and cannot be received
midstream. The server uses channels . The
bandwidth of is . Here, is the consumption rate of the
data. Therefore, bandwidths for channels are not always equiv-
alent to the data consumption rate. For example, when a server
broadcasts 5 Mbps data encoded by MPEG2, Mbps.
The server broadcasts via repetitively. Since

is frequently broadcast in , clients’ waiting time can be
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Fig. 1. A broadcasting schedule under the HB scheme (N = 4).

Fig. 2. A broadcasting schedule under the CHB scheme (N = 4).

reduced. Fig. 1 shows an example of the broadcasting schedule
under the HB scheme when .

PB (Pagoda Broadcasting) [9], [10], [12], QHB (Quasi
Harmonic Broadcasting) [11], and PHB (PolyHarmonic Broad-
casting) [13] schemes are based on the HB scheme. That is,
these schemes divide the data into segments of equal sizes. The
FB (Fast Broadcasting) [7] scheme, which is another HB-based
scheme, uses fixed channel bandwidths. The AB (Alternative
Broadcasting) [16] scheme focuses on a single channel broad-
casting. However, their performances are less than the HB
scheme except under specific conditions.

The HB scheme has a problem. When a client starts playing
as soon as it starts receiving , the data cannot always be

played without interruption. Suppose that a user who demands
data at (Fig. 1) starts playing at as soon as the client
starts receiving . While the client will finish playing at

, it finishes receiving at . Since the client cannot finish
receiving until the time to play , the client cannot play
the data without interruption.

The CHB (Cautious Harmonic Broadcasting) scheme [11]
solves this problem. The CHB scheme divides a segment

into sub-segments. The server uses
channels. The bandwidth of or is and that of

) is . The server broadcasts in , and
in , and in repetitively. Since clients
finish receiving before the time to play , a client that plays

as soon as it starts receiving can play the data all the way
through without interruption. The necessary bandwidth for the
CHB scheme is larger than that for the HB scheme. The broad-
casting schedule under the CHB scheme when is shown
in Fig. 2.

In DSB (Dynamic Skyscraper Broadcasting) [1], SB (Sky-
scraper Broadcasting) [4], Fuzzycast [5], and PB (Pyramid
Broadcasting) [15] schemes, bandwidths for channels are fixed.
Therefore, these schemes are easily implemented. However,
these performances are less than those of HB or CHB scheme.

In this paper, we do not assume that a client can play the data
as soon as it starts receiving the data. Many continuous media
data have units for playing such as GOP for MPEG encoding.
By considering such units, our proposed scheme reduces the
waiting time more than conventional schemes (Section V-C).
Main differences between the paper and our previous paper [16]
are consideration of such units and the number of channels. The
paper deals with multiple channels while our previous paper
deals with a single channel.

III. PROPOSED SCHEME

We propose the Asynchronous Harmonic Broadcasting
(AHB) scheme to reduces clients’ waiting time when units to
be played are given. The AHB scheme adopts the HB scheme’s
idea that the bandwidth of each channel is adjusted so that a
client finishes receiving a segment before it plays the segment. A
difference between the AHB scheme and conventional schemes
such as the HB or the CHB is that the AHB scheme divides data
into separate units to be played. Therefore, in the AHB scheme,
units and segments have the same meaning. Due to the recent
popularization of digital broadcasting systems, the number of
users of those systems is increasing. To offer a good service to
those users, a shorter waiting time is still required. Hence, the
AHB scheme is useful for current broadcasting systems.

A. Assumed Environment

• Continuous media data cannot be played as soon as a client
starts receiving the data. The data can be played after the
client finishes receiving a unit to be played.

• A server broadcasts divided data repetitively via multiple
channels.

• A client can concurrently receive the data via multiple
channels.

• A client has a buffer large enough to store the data.
• A client starts receiving the data after the client’s user de-

mands the data.
An example of our assumed environment is broadcasting

movie data encoded by MPEG2 via a satellite digital broad-
casting system. As we mentioned in Section I, digital broad-
casting systems can use multiple channels. Here, channels mean
logical channels in a broadcasting system. In addition, MPEG2
data cannot be played as soon as the client starts receiving a
GOP because of restrictions of its compression technology.
MPEG2 data can be played after the client finishes receiving
the GOP.

B. The Scheduling Process

We denote as the playing time of a continuous media data,
and as the data consumption rate. Note that is constant while
clients play the data (constant bit rate). Furthermore,
denote the data sizes for units to be played, i.e., the data size
needed to play some portions of a continuous media data such as
a GOP or a frame. According to , the data are divided
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into segments . That is, the data size for
is . The playing time of , which is denoted by ,

becomes and .
The scheduling process is shown below:

1) Divide the data into so that the data size for
is .

2) Determine the arbitrary value of .
3) Use channels and set the bandwidth of

, which is denoted by , by the following
equation:

(1)

4) If is larger than the available bandwidth, de-
crease and repeat the previous process. Otherwise, in-
crease and repeat the previous process. If the summa-
tion is almost the same as the available bandwidth, go to
the next process.

5) Broadcast via repetitively.
is adjusted so that the total bandwidth

is equal to the available bandwidth by repeating calculation. By
setting the bandwidth by (1), a client can finish receiving
before it starts playing . The detail reason follows.

C. Playing Without Interruptions

When a server broadcasts a continuous media data according
to the broadcasting schedule produced by the AHB scheme, a
client that starts playing as soon as it finishes receiving
can play the data without any interruptions. The reason is given
below.

A client finishes receiving after from the time that
it starts receiving . Shortly after that, the client starts playing

. The client starts playing after
from the time that it starts playing . Therefore, it takes

for the client to start playing after
it starts receiving . On the other hand, since the bandwidth of

is given by (1), the broadcasting interval of is
. Hence, it takes for the client

to finish receiving after it starts receiving . In this way, the
client can finish receiving before it starts playing .

The name AHB is derived from the fact that the broadcasting
intervals of are not synchronized with that of .

For example, Fig. 3 shows a broadcasting schedule under the
AHB scheme where , , , ,
and . In this case, becomes 1.5 .

D. Implementation

A server divides a continuous media data into each unit to
be played. The server adjusts according to the available
bandwidth and broadcasts segments repetitively according to
the schedule produced by the AHB scheme. When the server
broadcasts a segment, it adds the data number and the segment
number to the front of the segment, enabling clients to receive
the data number and the segment number of the received
segment. Since this additional information is written in front
of segments, clients cannot receive segments from midstream.
Since the data size for additional information is small com-
pared with that for the whole data, we ignore the time needed

Fig. 3. An example of a broadcasting schedule under the AHB scheme.

to broadcast it. Note that, since segments are not received mid-
stream, each segment is divided into several sub-segments so
that the interval of sub-segments is equal to the interval of .

When a user demands to play a continuous media data, the
user’s client starts receiving the desired data from the broadcast
data. Then, the client plays the data as soon as it finishes re-
ceiving . While the client plays the data, it receives the broad-
cast data and stores the data into its buffer. After all sub-seg-
ments of are received, the client quickly
combines them to play . The client plays the combined as
soon as the client finishes playing . In this way, the client
can play the data right through without any interruptions. For
example, suppose that a user demands the data at (Fig. 3). A
dashed line indicates a separator of sub-segments and the shaded
area indicates the data received by a client that demands the data
at . The user’s client starts receiving from and starts
playing at as soon as the client finishes receiving . is
within the reception period and the client starts playing
while it receives . Since , the playing time of is
longer than the time needed to broadcast . Accordingly, the
client finishes playing at . The time needed to receive
is the interval of , . Since the client starts receiving

from , the client finishes receiving at . Therefore, the
client can play without interruption. The client finishes re-
ceiving before the client finishes playing , and finishes
receiving before it finishes playing . Accordingly, the
client can play the data right through without any interruptions.

IV. ANALYSIS

A. The Necessary Bandwidth

The necessary bandwidth for broadcasting a continuous
media data with the AHB scheme is:

(2)
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Fig. 4. The histogram of data sizes needed to play the data: GOP sizes of
MPEG2 movie data. We can see that data sizes needed to play the data have
different sizes.

TABLE I
STATISTICS OF DATA FOR EVALUATION: THESE DATA ARE BASED ON ACTUAL

MPEG2 MOVIE DATA. WE USE THE MOVIE DATA FOR EVALUATIONS

B. The Average Waiting Time

The maximum waiting time is given by the client that
demands data shortly after is broadcast. Since the interval of

is ,

(3)

The minimum waiting time is given by the client that
demands data shortly before is broadcast.

(4)

Since the waiting time is supposed to be uniformly distributed,
the average waiting time is

(5)

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the necessary bandwidth and
the average waiting time under the AHB scheme. Moreover,
we compare the average waiting time with that under the HB
scheme and the CHB scheme in the case where a client waits so
that it can play the data without any interruption. In this section,
we use data for 60 minutes encoded by MPEG2 ( Mbps).
Since units for playing a data encoded by MPEG2 are GOP,

are given by the data sizes for the GOP. Fig. 4
shows the histogram of units to be played, i.e., the GOP. Table I
shows the relevant statistics. Although the distribution of units
to be played does not always resemble the histogram, it is

Fig. 5. Necessary bandwidth under the AHB scheme.

Fig. 6. Average waiting time under the AHB scheme.

Fig. 7. The relationship between bandwidth and average waiting time under
the AHB scheme.

clear that data sizes for units to played are not constant. These
relatively small differences between the MPEG-2 GOP sizes
have a strong influence on the system performance because the
times to broadcast them are long.

The summary for evaluation part follows. The average
waiting time under the AHB scheme is reduced further as the
available bandwidth increases (Figs. 5–7). In addition, the
average waiting time is shorter than the HB or CHB scheme.
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This is because the AHB scheme considers units to play the
data and produces an effective broadcast schedule (Fig. 9).

A. The Necessary Bandwidth Under the AHB Scheme

The necessary bandwidth for broadcasting continuous media
data under the AHB scheme is shown in Fig. 5. The horizontal
axis represents and the vertical axis the necessary bandwidth.
We can see that a larger requires a larger bandwidth and the
increasing rate becomes lower as increases. For example, in
the case where Mbps, the necessary bandwidth is
25 Mbps, and where Mbps, the necessary bandwidth
is 28 Mbps. Where Mbps, the necessary bandwidth is
36 Mbps, and where Mbps, the necessary bandwidth is
37 Mbps. Although is increased by the equivalent 0.1 Mbps,
the necessary bandwidths increase by Mbps or

Mbps. This is because the interval of
decreases in inverse proportion to . Hence, a larger further
decreases the interval of . Since the interval of is included
in the denominator of (1), a larger increases the necessary
bandwidth at the lower rate.

For example, in the case where Kbps, the necessary
bandwidth is 24 Mbps. Since the bandwidth of a general satellite
digital broadcasting system is approximately 24 Mbps, this is
practical.

B. The Average Waiting Time

The average waiting time under the AHB scheme is shown in
Fig. 6. The horizontal axis represents and the vertical axis the
average waiting time. It is clear that a larger reduces the av-
erage waiting time more. This is because clients can receive
more frequently since a larger further decreases the interval
of .

The relationship between the bandwidth and the average
waiting time under the AHB scheme, i.e., a combination of
Figs. 5 and 6, is shown in Fig. 7. The horizontal axis represents
the bandwidth and the vertical axis the average waiting time. In
the case of broadcasting MPEG2 (5 Mbps) data for 60 minutes
via a 24 Mbps satellite digital broadcasting system, the average
waiting time is 47.3 seconds.

C. Comparison With the HB Scheme or the CHB Scheme

By extending conventional schemes to delay the start of
playback by the largest size of units, clients can play the data
without interruption. Therefore, we compare the AHB scheme
with these extended conventional schemes such as the HB
scheme or the CHB schemes. In both the HB scheme and the
CHB scheme, the data are assumed to be played as soon as
clients start receiving it. Hence, in cases where the data are
played after clients finish receiving a unit to be played, clients
cannot always finish receiving the unit before the time to play
it. Accordingly, clients have to wait to finish receiving the
unit before playing it. Therefore, the waiting time is different
from that in the case where the data are played as soon as the
client starts receiving it. An example follows: In the case where

, , , and , the AHB scheme
divides the data into according to the data sizes
for the units to be played. However, the HB scheme divides

Fig. 8. Data division under the AHB and HB schemes: In the HB scheme,
clients that demand the data at t have to wait t � t from t to play the data
without interruption.

Fig. 9. Average waiting time under the AHB scheme, the HB scheme, and the
CHB scheme.

the data into without concerning , and
broadcasts them as shown in Fig. 8 (a single segment includes
some GOPs). Suppose that a client that demands the data at
starts playing the data at as soon as it finishes receiving
(some portion of included in is received in ). To play
the data without interruption, the client has to finish receiving

before , i.e., the time to play . However, since the client
finishes receiving , which is included in , at , the client
cannot finish receiving until . In this case, by starting to
play after from the time it finishes receiving , the
client can play the data without interruption until the end of
the data. In this case, the waiting time increases by . In
this way, we calculated the average waiting time under the HB
scheme and the CHB scheme. The result is shown in Fig. 9.
The horizontal axis represents the bandwidth and the vertical
axis the average waiting time. The value of under the AHB
scheme and the number of segments under the HB scheme
and the CHB scheme are adjusted according to the available
bandwidth. In the comparison, the frame rate is 30 fps, the
number of frames in a GOP is 15, and the encoding is constant
bit rate with non-interlace. Other parameters are the same as
previous evaluations.
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Fig. 10. The relationship between the number of segments and average waiting
time.

The average waiting time under the HB scheme and the CHB
scheme are longer than that under the AHB scheme. Moreover,
the average waiting time under the HB scheme is shorter than
that under the CHB scheme. This is because the number of seg-
ments under the HB scheme is larger than that under the CHB
scheme. Since the interval of under the HB scheme is shorter
than that under the CHB scheme, the average waiting time is
shorter. However, since the average waiting time depends on
the data sizes for units to be played, the average waiting time
under the HB scheme is not always shorter than that under the
CHB scheme. For example, in the case where

, and the bandwidth is 2.34 , the average waiting
time under the CHB scheme is shorter than that under the HB
scheme.

When broadcasting MPEG2 data (5 Mbps) for 60 minutes
via a 24 Mbps satellite digital broadcasting system, the average
waiting time under the AHB scheme is 47.3 seconds, whereas
that under the HB scheme is 78.3 seconds and that under the
CHB scheme stretches out to 123 seconds.

VI. DISCUSSION

The AHB scheme reduces the average waiting time where
units to be played are given beforehand. By changing , the
necessary bandwidth is adjusted to the available bandwidth. The
number of channels depends on the server’s request for waiting
time reduction. The server may determine a suitable number of
channels so that the waiting time is practical.

The summary for discussion part follows. The average
waiting time under the AHB scheme is reduced further as
the number of segments increases (Fig. 10). In addition, the
data size of the first segment and variance of data sizes for
segments do not influence the average waiting time (Figs. 11
and 12). Therefore, we can say that, as the number of segments
increases, our proposed scheme gives shorter waiting times.

A. Comparison With Previous Studies

As mentioned above, the average waiting time under the AHB
scheme is shorter than that under both the HB scheme and the
CHB scheme. In this way, the average waiting time under the
AHB scheme is shorter than that under schemes that do not con-
sider units to be played.

Fig. 11. The relationship between the data size for a and average waiting time.

Fig. 12. The relationship between the variance of a ; . . . ; a and average
waiting time.

B. The Data Sizes to be Played and the Average Waiting Time

In Section V, the GOP was regarded as a unit for playing
portions of a data encoded by MPEG2. Accordingly,
were given by the data sizes for the GOP. However, the average
waiting time under the AHB scheme depends on . In
this section, we discuss the effect of data sizes for units to be
played on the average waiting time.

1) The Number of Segments and the Average Waiting Time:
Since the average waiting time under the AHB scheme depends
on the number of segments , we discuss the effect of on the
average waiting time.

We assume that the data sizes for units to be played are equal
. We adjust so that the total amount

of units, , is Mbytes.
Fig. 10 shows the average waiting time when broadcasting such
continuous media data ( Mbps) for 60 minutes via a
24 Mbps bandwidth. The horizontal axis represents the number
of segments and the vertical axis the average waiting time.
It is clear that a larger has a greater effect at reducing the
average waiting time. However, a larger further decreases
the reduction rate because becomes smaller in inverse pro-
portion to . For example, in the case where , is
45 Mbytes. To achieve the necessary bandwidth of 24 Mbps,

becomes 5.96 Mbps. In this case, the average waiting time
is seconds. Where
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, is 22.5 Mbytes and the average waiting time is
seconds. Whereas,

in the case where , is 2.37 Mbytes and the average
waiting time is seconds.
Where , is 2.25 Mbytes and the average waiting
time is seconds. In
this way, although is equivalently increased by 50, since the
decreasing rate of is different, the rate of the average waiting
time reduction decreases.

Under both the HB scheme and the CHB scheme, which di-
vide data into segments in equal size, the average waiting time is
sharply reduced repetitively. This occurs because the boundaries
that divide the data match the boundaries of units to be played.
Hence, a client that starts playing the data as soon as it finishes re-
ceiving the first unit to be played ( in Fig. 8) can play the data
without any interruptions. When using 24 Mbps, the HB scheme
divides the data into 67 segments, and the CHB scheme divides
the data into 41 segments (These numbers of segments are calcu-
lated by the given equations in [11] and [6]). Hence, if is some
integral times of these values, the average waiting time is reduced
sharply. For example, when , the average
waiting time under the HB scheme is reduced sharply. Particu-
larly, when , the boundaries that divide the data under
the AHB scheme are the same as those under the HB scheme.
Hence, the average waiting time under the HB scheme is equal
to that under the AHB scheme.

2) The Effect of on the Average Waiting Time: Since
is included in (5), can be a fatal factor in the average waiting
time. Therefore, we discuss the effect of on the average
waiting time.

To maintain consistency with Section V, only is changed.
, , and . is

adjusted so that the total amount of units to be played,
, becomes 2349 Mbytes. Fig. 11 shows the average

waiting time for the case of broadcasting MPEG2 data (5 Mbps)
for 60 minutes via a 24 Mbps network.

In the case where Mbytes, the playing time of
is 4.8 seconds. Since the playing time of a GOP is generally
0.5 seconds, such a large is not practical. However, to ac-
curately evaluate the performance, we allow a sufficiently wide
range of . From Fig. 11, we can see that does not affect
the average waiting time. While a larger further decreases

, the decreasing rate is smaller than the increasing
rate of . Hence, the bandwidths of , and decrease.
Accordingly, since increases, the average waiting time does
not change. For example, in the case where Kbytes,
by giving of 25.4 Kbps, the necessary bandwidth becomes
24 Mbps and the average waiting time is 47.3 seconds. In the
case where Mbyte, by giving a value of 253 Kbps, the
necessary bandwidth becomes 24 Mbps and the average waiting
time is 47.4 seconds. In this case, since a 10-times larger
causes to become also 10-times larger, the average waiting
time does not change. However, in the case where the increasing
rate of becomes smaller, a larger has a greater effect on the
average waiting time. For example, in the case where
Mbytes, by giving of 10.1 Mbps, the necessary bandwidth
becomes 24 Mbps and the average waiting time is 119 seconds.
However, where Mbytes, by giving of 20.3 Mbps,

TABLE II
STATISTICAL VALUES OF a ; . . . ; a FOR FIG. 12: TO EVALUATE THE EFFECT

OF DATA SIZES, WE GENERATED a ; . . . ; a BY NORMAL DISTRIBUTION.
THE TOTAL SIZE IS CONSTANT

the necessary bandwidth becomes 24 Mbps and the average
waiting time extends to 591 seconds. Since an 10 times as
large makes only twice as large, the average waiting time in-
creases. One reason that the average waiting time under the HB
scheme and the CHB scheme changes little is that is suffi-
ciently large. Accordingly, because of the difference between
the boundaries that divide the data and that of the units to be
played ( in Fig. 8), the average waiting time changes only
a little. Hence, the average waiting time does not change.

As a result, you do not have to care the size of , even when
you can control the size of in practical use.

3) The Effect of Variance on the Average Waiting Time: Since
depend on the data broadcast, we discuss the effect

of the variance of on the average waiting time.
In this section, we generate by normal distribu-

tion, of which the average is 392 Kbytes. We adjust so that
the total data size for the units to be played is 2349 Mbytes. The
negative value is ignored. The statistic values, when the vari-
ance is and , are shown in Table II.
Fig. 12 shows the average waiting time for broadcasting contin-
uous media data for 60 minutes via a 24 Mbps
bandwidth. The horizontal axis represents the variance and the
vertical axis the average waiting time.

It is clear that the variance does not affect the average waiting
time. This is because, when the data size for a segment changes,
the bandwidth of the channel that broadcasts the segment also
changes. As a result, the average waiting time changes only a
little. For example, in the case where the variance is ,

, , and the average waiting
time is seconds. In the
case where the variance is , ,

, and the average waiting time is
seconds. In this way, since a larger

increases more, the average waiting time changes a little.
Therefore, where is sufficiently large and the data size

for units to be played is sufficiently small, the distribution of
does not affect the average waiting time of the

AHB scheme. Hence, Fig. 12 reveals that you do not have to
care the distribution, even when you can control the variance of

in practical use. For example, in the case of broad-
casting 5 Mbps of continuous media data for 60 minutes via
a 24 Mbps bandwidth, if is larger than approximately 500,

does not affect the average waiting time (Fig. 10).

C. A Modification for VBR

MPEG has two types of bit rate. One is CBR, in which the
consumption rate is constant while the data are played. The other
is VBR (Variable Bit Rate), in which the consumption rate varies
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Fig. 13. Broadcasting schedule under the AHB scheme for VBR: the AHB
scheme can be easily implemented for VBR by modifying Formula(2).

while the data are played. In this paper, although the data was as-
sumed to be CBR, here, we introduce an application of the AHB
scheme to VBR. In VBR, since the consumption rate varies with
every unit to be played, let indicate the con-
sumption rate of . In the case of VBR, since the same argu-
ments in Section III-C are established , a client
that starts playing the data as soon as it finishes receiving
can play the data completely without any interruptions by giving
the bandwidth of by (1). Hence, the AHB
scheme can be easily implemented also in the case of VBR. The
necessary bandwidth is not given by (2), but:

(6)

Fig. 13 shows the broadcasting schedule in the case where ,
are the same as in Fig. 3, and the consumption rates

of segments are , , , and .

VII. CONCLUSION

In many cases, since continuous media data have units for
playing portions of the data, the data divided into given data
sizes are not played as soon as clients start receiving it. Accord-
ingly, clients have to wait until a unit is received to play the data.
In this paper, we proposed a scheme to reduce the waiting time
considering such units.

Our proposed scheme, the AHB scheme, reduces clients’
waiting time where units to be played are given beforehand.
By producing a broadcasting schedule that enables clients to
finish receiving a segment before starting to play the segment,
the AHB scheme reduces the waiting time for clients.

Our evaluations show that the average waiting time under the
AHB scheme is shorter than that under both the HB scheme
and the CHB scheme in cases where the data are assumed to
be played after clients finish receiving a unit to be played.

Our future work includes development of a scheme to reduce
the number of channels in order to simplify implementation.
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